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U12s

Session 8 Shooting 1

Stage

Organization (Diagram+Rules)

-Shooting moving ball
-Shots on goal
-Technique
-Shooting in traffic

Activity 1

CROSS SHOOTING
2 goals about 20-25 yrds
apart and 2 other goals
20-25 yrds apart so the path
between the goals crosses
each other. Put a grid in
the middle about 10 yrds
square. Players divide
equally behind each goal.
Dribble at goal across from
them and then shoot when
they get into the center
grid.
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Activity 3

3v3+1 in the middle
2 goals in a grid about 40
x40. In the center there is a
4x40 yrd grid going across
the field. Play 3v3 with 1
player in middle grid. This
player is aways offence and
can't get the ball stolen
from them they also must
stay in center grid.

Progression:
-Have a player play between legs of
the shooter who runs on to receive
it and then dribbles into grid.
-Have player toss ball up and then
control and dribble into grid

Key Coaching Points
-Shoot for accuracy before power
-Keep the ball moving
-Find shooting window
-Shoot even if your not in perfect
spot.
Discovery Question:
-How did you get a good shot off
in the grid with all the traffic?
-What did you need to do to shoot
for accuracy?

-Vision
-Quick steps
-Technique

Activity 2

CHECK IN CHECK OUT
Use same set up as above.
Players check into center
grid and then check out
toward goal they came
from. Server passes ball
and they one touch into
goal

Objectives

-Keep your eyes up
-Go into grid and change speed
coming out of grid
-Keep body over the ball, keep ball
Progression:
low, and follow shot
-Have servers serve ball underhand -Get foot off the ground and hit
so it bounces
ball and center or just above
-Players check into grid but then
check out to goal to the right or left Discovery Question
of them
-How did you keep the ball low?
-Have kids do a faint in the grid
-When did you use the inside of
your foot verses the laces?

-Drop pass
-Use of supporting players
-Finding shooting window
-Quick shots
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Progression
-Change to 2v2 or 4v4 to increase
shots or create different scenarios.

- Have fun
- Point out any of the above
objectives to kids as they are
playing

Final Game

9v9 w/ a goalkeeper

-Use check in check out
-Shoot when there is a little
window
-Shoot on first or second touch
-Communicate when you are open
Discovery Question:
-When/How did you use the
person in the middle?
-What did you have to do after
passing to middle person?

- Limit comments to one or two of
the above coaching points
COACHING REMINDER:
Encourage kids to take risky shots
and make risky moves
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